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DESIGNER’S DIARY:

lynda gardener

STYLIST, DESIGNER AND BOUTIQUE
ACCOMMODATION OWNER LYNDA
GARDENER OPENS HER ADDRESS BOOK TO
SHARE HER FAVOURITE SHOPPING HAUNTS
WORDS VERA KLEIN STYLING BECK SIMON
PHOTOGRAPHY ANNETTE O’BRIEN

“I use white in every
interior I do,” says creative
Lynda Gardener of her
signature aesthetic.

“I’M DRAWN TO PEOPLE AND BRANDS THAT KEEP
THINGS SIMPLE AND STRIVE TO DO THE RIGHT
THING BY THE EARTH” ~ Lynda Gardener

via martine

“Martine is a wonderful photographer who I found by chance on
Instagram, which is, of course, where we all find so many great
people, products and stories. All her prints are mainly from [her]
own shots – she shoots simple model faces and portraits – and
I’ve framed quite a few for The Apartment [a boutique rental,
above, styled and designed by Lynda] in St Kilda. I just love
what she does. It’s so beautiful and so simple and quite striking.
I usually mix her work up with collections of old and new art,
which I tend to do with all of my interiors.”
Bookmark: viamartine.nl

BAUWERK COLOUR
“I absolutely love white, but you can get very
confused with whites once you start looking – it’s
tormenting! Is it too creamy? Too white? Too
much of a blue-white? So when paint company
Bauwerk Colour called me about a collaboration,
I jumped at the idea. I have now released my own
small range of whites – just two – through them.
Based in Perth, Bauwerk Colour uses all-natural,
non-toxic ingredients. The company ethos sits
really well with me. You open a can of paint and
there’s no chemical smell whatsoever. I feel so
lucky to be associated with such a bespoke brand
that doesn’t harm the environment.”
Bookmark: bauwerk.com.au >
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scout house

SLOW
WANDERINGS
“This is my brand new
Instagram find. Hanlie is
a South African stylist and
photographer who prints her
own photography onto linen
[left]. It’s so simple and
unique. I just received my
first order and literally had
it hanging on the wall as
the postman was leaving.”
Bookmark:
slowwanderings.com

NOOK VINTAGE
“This husband-wife duo work
so hard to source their rare
pieces. They have a shop in
Fitzroy, but it’s their wonderful
huge warehouse [in North
Fitzroy] that I really love. It’s
my go-to place for anything
vintage. I also love how it’s
hidden down a back laneway.”
Visit: Rear 304-308 Queens
Parade (enter on Michael St),
North Fitzroy, Vic, 0417 187 196.
Open: Fri-Sun, 11am-4pm.
Bookmark: nookvintage.
blogspot.com.au
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kara rosenlund

“I love everything about [Brisbane-based] travel photographer
Kara’s work [above]. I’ve been working on a few coastal homes
lately, and what she does fits in so beautifully as a feature
piece – so I’ve been ordering the largest prints she can create,
to make a statement. Kara is bubbly and friendly and we
clicked instantly. I enjoy supporting like-minded people.”
Bookmark: kararosenlund.com

ARTWORK (OPPOSITE PAGE, FROM LEFT) ‘WOMAN BUN’, ‘WOMAN HAIR’, ‘WOMAN MYSTERY’,
‘WOMAN EYES’, ALL VIA MARTINE. (THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT) ‘PEONIES NO 3’
HANLIE JOUBERT, ARTWORK ARTIST UNKNOWN, ‘WILDER’ KARA ROSENLUND

“I’ve known the owner, Orlando, for a long time. He’s very
clever at mixing old with new (clearly something I do myself).
His aesthetic is absolute perfection. He collects from markets
around the world for Scout House [below & right]. It’s one of
those stores where you walk in and always find something
beautiful to take home. I get excited as soon as I walk in the door.”
Visit: 161A Fitzroy Street, St Kilda, Vic, (03) 9525 4343.
Open: Daily, 10am-5pm.
Bookmark: scouthouse.com.au

